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• What value does a road add to the (Dutch) economy? And what is de value added 
of a waterway or electricity network?

• Why is this interesting to quantify and monitor? 

• In an exploratory study, funded by the knowledge platform NGinfra, Statistics 
Netherlands has made an estimate of value added of infrastructure for the period 
1995 to 2016. 

• What can be learned from one number? Results placed in an international context

• In this study, infrastructure does not only concern roads, railway lines and 
pipelines, but also flood risk management, information and telecommunication 
facilities, as well as transport of people and goods. 

• Infrastructure consists of all basic facilities that are essential for the functioning 
of society and the economy.

Summary 1
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The figure for value added of infrastructure presented in this study 
should be seen as a first experimental narrow estimate of the 
magnitude of the contribution of infrastructure to the Dutch economy. 

For 2016, this estimate amounts to more than 73 billion euros, which is 
almost 12 percent of total value added. 

In 1995, value added of infrastructure equaled  39 billion. In more than 
twenty years, the value added has almost doubled.  

These figures have not been adjusted for price changes over time. 
Be aware: mineral extraction in particular is highly sensitive  to price 
and volume fluctuations. 

Summary 2
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Summary 3, contribution to the Dutch economy
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1. Definition and method (what and how?)

2. Results 
• Dutch figures

• International figures

• Comparison Dutch and international figures

3. Reflections (international figures)

4. Limitations (whole study)

5. Conclusions and recommendations

Outline
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What is measured in this study?
Value added of activities in exploitation phase and non-exploitation phase of the infrastructure sector

→ It is the economic contribution of those industries that are part of the  production and supply 
chains of primary  services of infrastructure: 

• flood safety and water level management;
• energy supply;
• information and telecommunications;
• transport of people and goods;
• drinking water supply;
• and waste removal and processing  

Exploitation phase
Value added generated by operators using existing infrastructure

Non-exploitation phase
Value added generated by the producers of investments in infrastructure 

Definition
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In this study, value added of infrastructure has been calculated by 
summing the value added of all activities directly related to the 
operation of the infrastructure. 

This includes the extraction of natural gas, the transport of goods 
and the management and distribution of, for example, gas, water, 
light and the internet.

In addition to operating infrastructure, value added is also generated 
by investing in new infrastructure. After all, the construction of new 
roads and networks also adds value. These earnings are included in 
the totals of value added of  infrastructure.

Value added



The following industries are considered in this study:

Practical scope of the study

Economic activities / industries SBI (=NACE)

Mining and quarrying (extraction of crude petroleum and gas + exploration) B (05 - 09)

Manufacture of coke and petroleum (only fuels are included) C (19)

Energy supply (Production, transmission, distribution and trade of electricity) D (35)

Retail and wholesale of fuels G (46.71, 47.3)

Water collection and distribution E (36)

Sewerage and waste treatment E (37 – 39)

Land, water and air transport (people and goods, incl. warehousing and services for transport) H (49 – 52)

Telecommunications J (61)

Information service activities (data processing, hosting and related activities) J (63.11) 

Public administration and government services  O



Exploitation phase

Directly based on info of supply and use tables (national accounts)

For some activities, we are only interested in a share of the 

corresponding 2 digit, see formula: 

Non-exploitation phase

Based on total investments in civil engineering of the industries 
included in this study 

: 

Simple method



• Compensation of employees 

• Balance of non-product related taxes and subsidies 

• Gross operating surplus

Why? It facilitates more useful interpretation of the 
figures. 

How are the factors in production rewarded? Capital 
intensive? Labour intensive? 

Variables: delineation of value added



Results: contribution to the Dutch economy
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Results : Decomposition of VA, 2016
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Results: Exploitation versus non-exploitation
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Results: VA of infrastructure per industry
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Contribution of infrastructure to the economy  

Results: International comparability
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Value added infrastructure per capita, 2016

For comparability
reasons, only Euro-
countries are included. 
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Contribution per industry, 2016
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• Different time-series necessary source data available, a 
challenge to impute certain years for certain countries/activities

• Missing details in data (often only aggregates available), for
example investments in civil engineering not always available

• International comparability: sometimes comparability more 
important than the perfect picture

• So little bit dependent on the ‘weakest link’ and some
additional assumptions. 

• Therefore needed to apply Dutch ratios or to adjust the scope a 
little bit. 

To keep in mind! Compiling international figures is a challenge



• In general: international analysis done does provide a first preliminary 
insight in the differences in value added generated by infrastructural 
activities in different countries. 

• Why did we do this? To put Dutch results into international perspective. Not 
to show that one country does ‘better’ than the other one. This should be 
taken into account interpreting the results! Explaining differences is still very 
difficult: differences in the structure of the economy and the impact of 
nature (island, mountains, waterways, etcetera) play a role as well. 

• Be aware: there are differences between the international and Dutch 
method (especially exploitation phase (section H) and lack of details for 
investments in civil engineering for the non-exploitation phase). 

• For the period 2001-2016: a consistent time series can be constructed for 
most countries (which is of course not a perfect series).

Reflections (international figures)
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What do we measure and what not?
• This study quantifies what a country earns in the 

exploitation and non-exploitation phase of infrastructural 
activities (using the definitions of the NA-framework). 

• Hence, it does not estimate the size of the capital services 
of infrastructure. It’s more than that, but not necessarily 
better! Different!  

• This study quantifies only the direct effects. Indirect effects 
not included

• This study does not provide information on and does not 
value long-term effects of changes in infrastructure.

• This study does not quantify consumer surplus.

Keep in mind (2)
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• We only looked at value added in current prices. It 
might be interesting to look at VA in fixed price levels.   

• Try to estimate figures for a longer time-series, as 
many investments in infrastructure took place before 
1995. Especially relevant for non-exploitation phase. 

• Include multiplier analysis and develop indicators on 
the environment and input use

• Improve interpretation of the results 

Recommendations further research
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Thank you!

Research can be found here: 

https://www.cbs.nl/en-gb/custom/2019/35/value-added-of-infrastructure-1995-2016

https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/over-ons/innovatie/project/cbs-berekent-toegevoegde-waarde-
van-de-infrastructuur

The figures presented in this presentation are the result of exploratory research. The presented results may be seen as 
an invitation to the audience start a dialogue with Statistics Netherlands about this. 

Questions/remarks very welcome! 

https://www.cbs.nl/en-gb/custom/2019/35/value-added-of-infrastructure-1995-2016
https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/over-ons/innovatie/project/cbs-berekent-toegevoegde-waarde-van-de-infrastructuur



